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Chapter 1: An Unexpected Visitor

It was a cold day with wind howling in the November sky

and droplets of rain hammering against the window

pane.

Curled up in bed, Timothy was resting while his sidekick

John was up and ready for action.

Slowly, he got out of bed and shuffled into his office.

They lived together in a small flat with an office, kitchen,

bathroom and bedroom.  Ambling slowly to his desk in

his striped pajamas, he sat down, feeling dejected. It was

a miserable day which affected his mood.
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He opened his notebook and waited for a phone call or a

visit from a customer. Bored, he rested his head on his

cushion and started snoozing. There was an abrupt knock

then silence. He shot out of his chair with an anxious look

on his face. Could this be his first case in two years? As

he slowly and cautiously opened the door, a young lady

strolled in, surrounded by a cloud of perfume, making his

nose twitch.

She had a soft voice and eyes like the ocean and was very

pale - she had certainly been scared.

Quitely, she  told them her dilemma while Timothy zoned

out trying to picture the crime scene as Alice - their new

client - described it.
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Chapter 2: A Strange Attack

Alice was attacked by a gang when she and a couple of

friends were out walking in the forest. Timothy shifted

anxiously and peered over to John. Could this be the

same gang that they had been chasing for such a long

time?

“Are you ready?” questioned Timothy,

“Of course!” exclaimed John.

In an instant they dashed out of the flat and into their car,

a beaten up Fiat Punto .
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They sped away and after 30 minutes of driving at full

speed they reached the crime scene in the forest. Timothy

was extremely happy and was ready to take on this case.

The leaves rustled in the autumn breeze as he stepped

into the crime scene. He had missed this atmosphere, he

thought, as he got ready to study the forensics carefully,

especially alert for any symbols that represented the

Thunder Tigers gang.
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Chapter 3 : The Thunder Tigers

There were many marks on a dilapidated wall which

caught his attention. He knew all of this had to have a

meaning. As he went further into the forest,  he saw a

shady bunch of people.  The moon lit up the marks on

their arms.  It was the Thunder Tigers alright!  His heart

started beating faster at the thought of catching these

nefarious criminals who had eluded him for so long.
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Unsure if he should call the police, he decided to take

matters into his own hands and called his trusty sidekick

instead as he waited in silence.

“John, please come, I need your guidance.” Timothy was

always losted without John.

Once they were together they scurried around the gang

and noted everything they said.

He cautiously tried to get closer without being seen or

heard, but he accidentally stepped on a branch.

SNAP!
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Chapter 4 :The Unexpected Collapse

In an instant, the gang turned around but nothing was to

be seen. It seemed whatever, or whoever, was behind

them had disappeared. Timothy and John vanished like

magic.

The gang was furious, especially when they found

themselves surrounded by police and pushed into police

vans.

Timothy had gathered all his evidence and called the

cavalry to assist him. He was pleased with himself when

he saw the group being huddled up into the back of

multiple police cars.
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“John, today we have completed our first case and

brought down the most notorious gang,”Timothy said

pleasantly.

“Yes sir we have reached a milestone,” replied John.

Timothy was very proud that he had played a part in

capturing the gang which had assaulted and attacked

many people.  Now, they were where they belonged - a

prison cell.
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Chapter 5:The Trial

A few minutes later, he collected all his evidence in his

briefcase. Today was an exciting day for Timothy Brown.

He was attending the criminal hearing at last.

As he entered the courtroom (which he had not been in

for a very long time) there was an eerie silence.  There,

standing at the podium, was the ringleader of the

Thunder Tigers, with his tattoos on show.
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Timothy suddenly felt nervous, as he had not done a case

for such a long time.  To comfort him he brought his lucky

pen.

“Defendant please stand.” commanded the Judge.

“Detective Timothy Brown please stand,” he repeated.

After the ring leader’s lawyer tried to defend the actions

of the Thunder Tiger gang, it was Timothy’s turn on the

stand.

Even though he had not done a court case for over two

years he was like a well oiled machine. Without even

breaking a sweat, he spat out his compelling evidence.
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Chapter 6 : The Mystery Explained

“M’ Lord, when I arrived at the crime scene, I saw the

markings on the dilapidated wall. They immediately

caught my eye. I knew that the Thunder Tigers had left a

valuable message with their markings, implying that they

would certainly return. As I stepped further into the

forest, I called my sidekick John and we saw the gang.

They were clearly talking about something important.

We tiptoed closer and overheard them talking about their

plans to rob the bank of England!
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I immediately started to take notes. They heard us as I

accidentally snapped a twig,  but by the time they turned

around we had gathered what we needed.” explained

Timothy, delivering his points clearly.

It was now a waiting game for the Jury’s verdict.

Timothy's belly was tied up in knots as the jury

recollected everything the defendant and Timothy had

said.
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Chapter 7 : World’s Best Detective?

The jury was fascinated by Timothy Brown’s findings and

declared the ring leader as guilty. He was thanked a lot

for his work to bring the most wanted gang down. He

was elated with the result. He learnt to follow his gut and

never hold back. He won many awards and was regarded

as the best detective in the world. Now the cases keep

coming in without him waiting anymore.

Timothy Brown & Co is considered the best private

detective you can hire in town!
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The End
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